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Review of 2019

2019 US Market Review:
US Equity

Equities by Sector

Equities soared despite considerable earnings compression.
US Treasuries
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2019 Market Overview:
Global Equity

Chinese/Hong Kong Equity

▪ Chinese and Hong Kong equities have been hit
hard since the beginning of 2018

U.S. markets led global equity performance in
2019 with Hong Kong and the UK indices lagging
(but still experiencing 9% and 12% increases
respectively).

Gold

▪ U.S.-China Trade War
▪ Hong Kong protests
▪ (Last few months: Coronavirus)

Oil

Copper

Trade war tensions flare up significantly
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2019 M&A Overview
Strong Year Despite Slight Dip from 2018 Records

Sectoral and Quarterly Activity

Key 2019 M&A Trends

High Valuations Shifting Pool of Targets

▪ 2019 global M&A totaled $3.8t, North American
M&A surpassed $2t across 11,300+ transactions

▪ 1% decrease YoY in total global transaction value from
2018 record, fourth most active year on record maintained strong deal flow despite global uncertainties
▪ U.S. deals buoyed weak global activity: deal value grew
13% YoY in the U.S. while sinking 29% YoY in Europe
▪ Domestic catalysts: low rate environment, strong public
market performance, residual effects of 2018 tax cuts

▪ Companies remaining private longer: has led to a rise
of strategic acquisitions of VC-funded companies as
corporates have more frequently turned to external
solutions for growth in lieu of developing new
initiatives internally
▪ Noticeable decrease in Chinese acquisitions of North
American companies
▪ In part due to US-China trade war uncertainty
▪ Mostly due to shifting U.S. view of national security risks
from foreign investments

Overall negative earnings growth in public equity markets for 2019 has
further inflated S&P EV/EBITDA multiples, widening the wedge between
average S&P 500 equity valuations and overall M&A multiples
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Sampling of Announced &/or Closed M&A Deals of 2019

Placeholder

Buyer: The Walt Disney Company (DIS)
Target: 21st Century Fox (21CF)
Cash/Stock: 21CF shareholders had choice, the
long awaited deal finally closed Mar. 2019
EV: $71.3b

Buyer: Occidental Petroleum (OXY)
Target: Anadarko Petroleum Corp. (APC)
Combined Cash/Stock (OXY: Berkshire
financing deal) , closed Aug. 2019
EV: $53b, EV/EBITDA: 8.1x

Buyer: Bristol-Myers Squibb (BMY)
Target: Celgene (CELG)
Cash/Stock, closed Nov. 2019
EV: $87.6b, EV/EBITDA: 15x

Merger of Equals: United Technologies (UTX)
and Raytheon (RTN) to create Raytheon
Technologies (RTC). UTC shareholders to own
57% of proforma company.
Announced Jun. 2019, expected to close 1H20
Proforma EV implied: $167b

Buyer: Salesforce (CRM)
Target: Tableau (DATA)
All Stock, closed Aug. 2019
EV: $13.9b, 46% premium to pre-deal
DATA share price, EV/Revenue: 6.8x

Buyer: Fiserv, Inc. (FISV)
Target: First Data Corp.
All Stock, closed Jul. 2019
EV: $46.7b, EV/EBITDA: 12.8x
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Looking Forward: 2020

2020: Where the US Economy Stands
US Consumer: Sentiment vs. Retail Sales

ISM Manufacturing PMI

Unemployment

Housing

Yield Curve

Housing supply has been tight. Low mortgage rates &
low unemployment is driving up demands. Home
builders are now rushing to meet demand
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January 29 Fed Meeting
Fed Funds Rate unchanged --- Consensus Decision
Information received since the Federal Open Market Committee met in December
indicates that the labor market remains strong and that economic activity has
been rising at a moderate rate. Job gains have been solid, on average, in recent
months, and the unemployment rate has remained low. Although household
spending has been rising at a strong moderate pace, business fixed investment
and exports remain weak. On a 12 month basis, overall inflation and inflation for
items other than food and energy are running below 2 percent. Market-based
measures of inflation compensation remain low; survey-based measures of
longer-term inflation expectations are little changed.

US Democratic Primary
▪ Notes

▪ Notes

▪ Notes
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Summary Of Democratic Positions
Issue

Biden

Bernie

Warren

Pete

Wealth Tax

Raise top income
tax to 40%

Up to 8% for 10B+

Up to 6% on 1B+

Raise top income
tax to 50%

Capital Gains Tax

Raise it

Raise it

Raise it

Raise it

0.5% on stock
trades, 0.1% on
bonds. 0.02% on
derivatives

Tax banks
somehow

Raise it back to
pre-2017 level

Raise it higher
than pre-2017
level

Break up Big
Banks. Bring Back
Glass Steagall

Bring Back Glass
Steagall

Against

For

Financial
Transaction Tax

Corporate Tax

Raise it, but lower
than pre-2017
level

Regulation

USMCA

For

Raise it back to
pre-2017 level

For

Rise of Stakeholders
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2019-2020: Global Trade
US-China Trade War

Impact of Coronavirus on Trade

▪ Phase 1 of deal:
▪ Cancelled plans on new tariffs of $156 B on
Chinese imports
▪ US halved tariff rate of 15% on roughly
$120 B of goods
▪ China agreed to buy more American
agricultural products
▪ China to further open its financial sector,
and pledging not to devalue the yuan
▪ China making specific commitment on
intellectual property

▪ China locking down the city of Wuhan, with
~23 million people under quarantine
▪ Sagging demand for crude oil tumbling
~16% as China is the world’s largest oil
importer
▪ Companies such as Tapestry, Apple,
Volkswagen, etc facing declining sales
and/or supply chain disruptions
▪ Shippers such as CMA CGM SA canceling
shipments to Chinese ports

Brexit

USMCA

▪ UK has formally left the EU as of January 2020
▪ EU lost its second largest economy
▪ Boris Johnson wants to strike trade deals
across the world
▪ The Brexit process has seen years of
political crisis with the departure of two
prime ministers and two elections
▪ UK had joined the EU in 1973 to benefit from
an economic revival of the bloc

▪ USMCA renegotiated NAFTA
▪ At its core, just a rebranded NAFTA which
was signed in 1994
▪ Estimated to boost GDP a total of 0.35% in
the long run
▪ Key parts/considerations of USMCA include:
▪ Mandating North America components in
vehicles
▪ Removed provision that would protect
biologic drugs from generic imitators for 10
yrs
▪ Prevent the imposition of data localization
requirements
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M&A Outlook
Extremely Slow Start to M&A YTD in 2020

▪ Global M&A value announced in January: $164b, the lowest monthly number since April 2013

▪ Jan. 13th: Visa announced acquisition of Plaid at $5.3b valuation
▪ Biggest deal YTD: Worldline acquiring Ingenico Group at $10.5b, both are French payments solutions companies

▪ Domestic and global factors fueling heavy uncertainty amongst executives and boards

▪ Impeachment trial consumed the month of January and fear of far-left democratic candidates building
momentum
▪ Regulatory concerns plaguing a variety of industries including and beyond big tech: just a few days ago the FTC
announced it will sue to block Edgewell’s proposed acquisition of Harry’s
▪ Ongoing U.S. - China trade war
▪ Coronavirus: though projected impact on global economy does not appear to be substantial nor long term,
uncertainty potential impacts on supply chains and the Chinese consumer make this a notable concern

▪ “The cumulative impact of the lack of confidence around high valuations, of regulatory scrutiny, of
macroeconomic uncertainty and of the coronavirus is people are slightly more conservative. And
when you layer ‘slightly more conservative’ on a $100b bet, it might make the answer no instead of
yes.” - Melissa Sawyer (partner at Sullivan & Cromwell, qtd. in Financial Times)
Slowest month for M&A since 2013

Focuses of Note for the rest of 2020

▪ Abundant dry powder available for acquisitions:
▪ PE firms currently holding $2.4t, while US
corporations have access to $2.2t in cash and the
non-financials of this cohort have raised $6t in debt
▪ Generally, large caps and PE-backed companies have
greater access to capital than independent mid caps

▪ Companies recognizing need to increase scale
and technological capabilities:

▪ According to PwC: 40% of healthcare executives
reported being likely to acquire, partner, or
collaborate in 2020, strategically driven by access to
technology
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Climate Change: Significance and Action
Catastrophic Potential

Blackrock

▪ 2018 UN report: if greenhouse gas emissions
continue at current rate, the atmosphere is
projected to warm 2.7°F above pre-industrial
levels by 2040. We’re already over halfway there
at 1.8°F since the 1850s.

▪ CEO Larry Fink’s annual letter to chief executives:

▪ 150mm people, 2% of the global population,
currently live on land which will be underwater by
2050 (high-tide line). 300mm people on land to be
submerged by average annual coastal floods.
▪ Growing Evidence:

▪ 2018-2019: Blackrock & Vanguard supported just
10% of climate-related shareholder resolutions

▪ 2.7°F would cause ~$54t in damages, could grow to
$69t if continues and crosses the 3.7°F mark

▪
▪

Jan. 2020: Australian fires, Jakarta flood, Norway heat
2019: European heatwaves, Amazon fires (illegal
deforestation method)

▪ “The evidence on climate risk is compelling investors to
reassess core assumptions about modern finance.”

▪ 1st major U.S. institutional investor to declare
sustainability as core to their investment strategy

▪ Divest coal investments by mid-2020, starting w/ companies
generating ¼+ of revenue from thermal coal production

Davos

▪ “Averting a Climate Apocalypse”
▪ $90t infrastructure spend needed in next 10 years
to reach goals of Paris Agreement and 2030 SDGs
▪ Trillion Trees, Nature Based Solutions
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Recommended Reads
▪ On Climate:
▪
▪
▪
▪

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/27/climate/davos-climate-change-solutions.html
https://newclimateeconomy.report/2016/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/03/planting-1-2-trillion-trees-could-neutralize-co2-emissions-says-ecologist
https://nca2018.globalchange.gov/

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

2019 Tech Acquisitions: https://www.computerworld.com/article/3412327/notable-technology-acquisitions-2019.html
https://fortune.com/2019/12/31/super-mega-mergers-deals-2019/
https://www.pwc.com/us/en/services/deals/library/year-end-review-outlook.html
Industry specific: https://www.pwc.com/us/en/services/deals/industry-insights.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/mergers-and-acquisitions/articles/m-a-trends-report.html

▪ M&A:

Source: U.S. National Climate Assessment

